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INTRODUCTION
The Gerber Variable Seale is a unique engineering instrument whieh represents
a new phllosophy in the field of eomputation . It is an easy-to-use, manually
operated, meehanieal deviee . It performs eomputations direetly on graphs, eurves,
reeordings, and is used on graphieal work where reading, plotting and interpolating
i s of the essence.

It saves an enormous amount of time in the reading of reeordings such as
oseillograms or telemetering data beeause to a large extent it eliminates the
drudgery involved in data reduetion. It also saves a great deal of time in the
plotting of graphs and eurves, espeeially in the direet multiplieation and division
of graphieal funetions, and in the reading thereof.
The Gerber Variable Seale has two springs . a ealibrated triangular spring and
a number spring. ßoth are fixed at the left ends ar.d are attaehed at the right end
to a si ide.
The triangular spring is the heart of the instrument. It has 100 ealibrated eoils,
of whieh every fifth is eolored blue-green, every tenth red and the others white.
The round spring is auxiliary to the triangular spring, and expands and eontraets with it. It ear~ies little dises reading 0,2,4,6,8 and 10 whieh eorrespond
to and ealibrate the 0, 20th, 40th, 60th, 80th and 100th eoils on the triangular
spring . Its funetion i s to faei I itate the more rapid reading of the eoi I s of the
triangular spring.
Soth springs are enelosed in a plastie erystal whieh is optieally designed to
projeet the ealibrating lines of the triangular spring outward to the outer surfaee
as weil as downward to the bottom or working surfaee.
The spring itself is used direetly in linear eomputations such as : multiplying
eUfves by eonstants or by variables direetly; for interpolating between famil ies of
eurves; for plotting of test points where the parameter is diffieult to hold on
aeeount of varying physieal eonditions.

"...

Assuming that eertain ampl itudes have to be read on fi Im or tape, it i s only
neeessary to know either one amplitude in the final numerieal value, or the ealibration faetor. The triangular spring whose eoils represent the ealibration lines
of ascale ean be extended so that the numerieal value of that am"litude equals
the number of eoils. Suppose, for example, that a given amplitude should read
25,400 p.s.i. Extend the spring so that 25.4 eoils cover the height of the amplitude. With the spring loeked in this position, the instrument ean be moved to
seale all other amplitudes in their final eorreeted values. In this instanee, one
ean readily note that if the ampl itudes were read in inches, eentimeters, or any
other linear seale it would still be neeessary to eonvert the readings to final
answers by multiplying through with ealibration faetors or eonstants. It is this
eonversion that is extremely tedious and unneeessary in a great many eases. Considering the reading of values and the multiplying through by eonstants equal in
time, the engineering time ean be halved by the use of the Gerber Variable Seale.
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CONSTRUCTION
The heart of the Gerber Variable Seale is a triangular spring, fixed at the leh
end, and attaehed at the right to a slide. Fastened in a similar manner is a round
spring earrying little dises with numbers to faeilitate easier reading of the triangular or "Calibrator" spring.
The triangular spring has 103 eoils of which only 100 coils are calibrated. A
color scheme is used to subdivide the 100 coils into tens and fives, where every
tenth coil is marked red and every fihh cail blue-green. The round spring carries
the numbers 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 to ealibrate the 0, 20, 40,60,80 and 100 coils
of the triangular spring. Thus, when the si ide is moved, both springs are therefore
extended to . the same distance, and the same numbers ealibrate the same coil.
80th springs are protected by an optically designed crystal.
The main body of the instrument is made of aluminum. 30th the left and right
ends as weil as the thin strip of aluminum over which the springs float are cemented to the base. The slide, designed to be self-Iocking in any position, can
easily be adjusted to the desired friction by means of two set screws. The slide
also carries a hairline indicator which is held in place by two screws. The holes
in the plastic with the hairline are oversized to permit relative adjustment.
A plaque contaming three scales is neid ta the base by two screws. It has two
oversized holes, permitting additional adjustment. The plaque is easily removab!e.
The "Calibrator" spring is fastened to the leh end piece and slide by means
of screws. These screws pass through a horizontal slot. For purposes of adjustment, these screws can be loosened and the spring adjusted in the horizontal
plane.
The frictionof the slide is adjustable by loosening or tighteningthe set screws.
It is necessary to move the slide toward the center of the base, so that either set
screw lines up with the hole in the base. A wrench is included with each instrument to fit the set screws.
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ADJUSTMENT
To insure proper occuracy, the instrument should be checked from time to time
depending on the use os weil os the type of application. The following procedure
i s recommended:

0.) Move the slide toward the left end until the spring measures 1.00 inches.
Use an occurate decimal scale and check the line-up of the red coils with
every tenth calibration of the decimol scole.
b.) Loosen the screws on the slide holding the hairline indicator. Line up the
hoirline so that it posses through 100 on the R) scale ond tighten the
screws.
c.) If the hairline does not quite reach these two scales, it may be necessary
to loosen the screws on the plaque contoining the three scales and to move
the plaque in the direction and 0 little beyond the hoirline. Then repeat
step "b"
d.) Extend the calibrator spring until it measures 10.00 inches. Also check
the line-up of the red coils with the inch calibrations on the decimal scale.

CARE AND

USE

The Gerber Variable Scale is a scientific instrument and should be treated os
such. Even though it is ruggedly designed, and the spring packages protected by
<l crystol, the scale must not be dropped or subjected to high accelerations.
The plastic cover or crystal is designed fOT strength as weil as to project the
calibrating lines of the spring to the outer surface of the crystol os weil os downward to the boUom or working surface. T 0 obtain the greatest reading accuracy
and the best reading quality, it is recommended that the user views the lines of
the spring in

0

plane perpendicular to the axis of the spring containing the coil in

question, and at an angle of about 110 degrees with the base, or about 70 degrees
with the working sheet.
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PARTS LIST
When ordering ports for the Gerber Variable Scale give the diogram number,
name of the port and the instrument model number. For instonce, when ordering 0
new triangular spring, the order should contain this description: # 10 - Calibrator
Spring Package - TPOO7100B
Ports:
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10
#11
#12
#13
#14
# 15
# 16
# 17
#1 B
#19
#20
#1l1
#22
#23
#24
#25

Aluminum strip (fixed ·to base)
Aluminum base
Inertia rod
Crystal
Leh end conriection (Aluminum, fixed to base)
Right end connection (Aluminum, fixed to base)
Scale insert (removable unit)
Slide
Plastic hairline indicator
Calibrator spring package <consisting of leh and right end connections
and triangular calibrated spring)
Screw
Screw
Number spring package <consisting of leh and right end connections
and round spring with numbers)
Screw
Plastic bearing
Friction plug<
Set scre:-",s
Screw
Screw
Screw
Screw
Wosher
Allen wrench·
Instrument case'
Plastic storage envelope'

'NOT ILLUStRATED
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TYPICAL PROBLEMS INVOLVING THE "CALIBRATOR" SPRING

PART "A"

8

GRAPHICAL·NUMERICAL MULTIPLICATION
Many times curves a re plotted, yet should be replotte d either as a fami ly of
curves or multipl ied by constants. The example shown i lIustrates one of the
prineiple eharaeteristics af the instruments . Instead of 1) reading a poin t , 2)
multiplying this value by a number, and 3) replatt ing the new point, the Ge rber
Variable Seale performs these operations direetly, thus saving much val uable
engineering time espeeially where such graph platting is done.

y

o

PROBLEM : Multipl ieation
A curve "0" is drown. Plot a fomily of curves with values of 0.20 ; 0.40 ; 0.6a;
0.80; 1.00.
SOLUTION:
Place the Gerber Variable Seole olong ony point "x" parallel to ordinate with
the 0 eoil ot y =O, and the 100 eoil ot eurve "0". MQrk off points at 20, 40, 60
and 80 coils. Move the instrument to other stations "x" ond repeat the procedure. Finolly draw 0 curve through equal % points .
Note : a graph grid is not used in these calculations and is completely
unneces sary.
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GRAPHICAL-NUMERICAL DIVISION
Ohen a curve i s plotted or recorded and must be replotted to pass through a
given point,or it must be divided bya correction factor. The Gerber Variable Scale
performs such operations directly eliminating graphical-numerical conversions,
thus saving much time.

y

I/
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-

.
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x

PROBLEM: Division
Given curve "a" . Plot a new curve, proportional to curve "a" and passing
through po int "YB" .
SOLUTION:
Place the Gerber Variable Scale on curve "a" parallel to ordinato with th .. 0
coil at y=O arid the 100 coil at "YB" . Read the number = 64.6 on the spring at
" y/ '. This value is the divisor of curve "a". Slide the instrument to other
values "x", always parallel to the ordinate, extend or compress the spring
keeping the divi sor always on curve "a", and mark off the corresponding points
at the 100 coil. Finally conne~t these pnints with a curve.
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GRAPHS DIFFICUL T TO READ
Doto plotted in publieotions is oftentimes reeorded on 0 very eoorse grid
graph paper. Also the units in whieh this plot is mode must frequently be
ehonged ond replotted to suit the opplieotion. The Gerber Variable Sea le is
most useful ond time soving sinee it allows fCf" the t1ireet reoding.
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PROBLEM:
On the eurve shown obove, moke
subd ivi sions.

x

0

100

seole olong the obseisso to reod elos er

SOLUTION :
Set the 0 eoil at x = 0 ond stretch the s pring so thot the 100 eo il eoineides
with x = 100. Then use the Gerber Variable Seole to seole off points on the
eurve.
Note: Should for instonee the problem require the multiplying of the x volues by
o foetor of .865, merely set 86.5 eoils ot x = 100 ond seole the volues off direetly, olreody multiplied by 865.
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ODD SCALE DRAWING REPRODUCTIONS
Many times it is impossible to obtain the original drawings and copies or
reproductions must therefore be scaled . The Gerber Variable Seale gives the
desired scales Irnmediately by either knowing one dimension of the drawing or
the sea Ie factor .

PROBLEM :
On a cover plate the bolt diameter is known to be .500 inches . Find the distance
between the center I ines of the bolts.
SOLUTION:
·Set the 0 coil at the centerline and the 2.5 coil at the right side of the leH bolt.
Read the distance between centerlines = 7.34 inches.
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NORMALIZING CURVES
In order to compare various points on a curve to the maximum value of the
curve,or differentamplitudes on an oscillogram recording to a maximum amplitude,
the reference value can be set at once with the Gerber Variable Sca le.

a

b

reference line-

PROBLEM:
On a mass spectrometer recording, determine values of curves "a" and "b" in
terms of the maximum ampl itude.
SOLUTION:
Set the 0 coil on the horizontal referenee line and the 100 coil at the peak of
the maximum amplitude. Then read amplitudes "a" and "bIO in terms of the
established seale, whieh are .613 and .418 respl'etively.
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FAMIL Y OF CURVES •• LINEAR INTERPOLATION
A large number of engineering calculations require either the interpolating of
a family of curves, or the plotting of closer spoced porameters. If the curves are
fairly linearly spoced, the spring can be used directly to perform these operations.

y

x

PROBLEM:
In the graph given, find the value of point "p".
SOLUTION:
(For purposes of standardization, the best way to interpolate curves is to place
the instrument perpendicular to the bisecting angle of the two curves in question.) Place the instrument os shown. Set the 0 coil ~t curve z = 1, and the 25
coi lot z = 1.25. Read the value of point "p" = 1.078.
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FAMIL Y OF CURVES - - PLOTTING TEST POINTS
In plotting surveying data such as elevation contours, it i s very rare that the
values for the points taken are in an aiithmetrical progression.
Similarly, when plotting test points representing a porametric function, it ia
l'IIany times impossible or too involved to control ordinate or abscissa valuea to
obtain readings of the parameter either as constant values in an ar ithmen;c progression or in a desired sequence of whole numbers. Assuming a I inear relationship in this example, the spring can be used by itself to give rapid answers.

PROBLEM:
Given elevation points, W:713 and W:719. Locate the stat ion for 715 and 720 feet
and plot the contour.
SOLUTION:
The numerical difference between 713 and 719 is 6 feet. Set the 0 coil at point
713 and the 60 coil at point 719. With the spring locked in position, place the
instrument so that the 30 coil is at 713 and the 9Ocoil should coincide with "the
station 719. Then mark off stations 710 feet, 715 feet and 720 feet. Repeat procedure for other sections and connect points of equal elevation with a curve.
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COUNTING CYCLES - - OBTAINING FREQUENCIES
Counting a number of cycles or dots is very tec:lious and eye-straining especialIy jf theyare closely spaced. The Gerber Variable Sco le is weil suited to counting
lilles er dots even though they may not be quite evenly spaced •
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PROBLEM:
Given

0

pattern of cycles nnd timing linf!s, determine ,he frequency.

SOLUTION:
Set the 0 coil ot the zero reference cycle ond expond the spring until coii 1 coincided with the cycle 1. If the spocing between oll cycle.s is uniform, thfln -::oil
2 should line up with cycle 2, coil 3 with cycle 3, etc, However, if this is not
the case, reod from left to right, odjusting the slide to bring successive cycles
in align'n;ent with the coils, This will "average your count", Keep the spring
locked in position, set the instrument over the timing lines and read the frequency = (25.8 coils) = 2580 cps.
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PANTOGRAPH
Reducing or enlarging diagrams for reports is very tedious. Since the Gerber
Variable Seale multiplies aild d ivides distanees very simply, it is weil suited for
man)' pen'ograph appl ications.
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GERBER VARI ABLE SCA LE

PROBLEM:
Replot figure abed, so that its dimensions are 60% of the original value, New
figure a'b'c'd' is symmetrieal to abcd,
SOLUTION:
Seleet an arbitrary point "A", Place the Gerber Voriable Scale along Aa with
the 0 scale at "A" and the 100 coil at "a" and plot the po int a' at the 60 eoil.
Repeat the operations along Ab, Ac, and Ad morking the respective 60 cai Is to
locate b', c' and d',
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GRAPHICAL DIVISION - DIVIDING ONE CURVE BV ANOTHER CURVE
The problem of dividing one length into onother length is present in many
onolyticol-design problems, or in anolyzing recorded curves. A typical exomple
i s the reoding of curve rotios on infra-red recordings where three curves represent
di fftll'ent vor iab les.

,

:- 1

-: : I

PROBLEM:
I, - 1
0
Determine the ratio of .....,..:....-~-

12

-

10

SOLUTION:
Set the 0 coil on curve 10 ond the 100 coil on curve 12 , Reod the desired ratio
ot curve I, = .252.
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PRESSURE RATIO FROM MONOMETER RECORDING
The ri.e of liquids is often photographieally reeorded for analysis. Sinee one
setting af the Gerber Variable Seale will directly divide one length by another
length, ratios of statie pressure to the total pressure ean directly be obtained.

=
=
=
=
=

=
=

H

n

=

zero referenee Iine

i

'~

'.

PROBLEM:
Read

SOLUTION
Set theO eoil at the zero referenee line and the 100 coil at
pressure ratio at PSTA TI C .937.

PrOTAL'

Read the
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NAVIGATION
Time, distance and velocity problems can readily be solved w,th the Gerber
VariableScale. Because the spring represents on infinitely variable see!e, cornputations can directly be made from aerial photographs as weil as from maps.
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PROBLEM:
The distance between two check points ' ''A'' and "B" is 63.2 miles andTh ..
velocity in mph = 36.6. Oetermine
J) Oistance AC
2) Time traveled in di stance AC
3) Mark off every ten minutes on course
SOLUTION:
1) Set the 0 coil at "A" and the 63.2 coil at "B" . Read AC = 26.3 miles
2) Keep the same setting and mark off point "0" at 36.6 coil. This represents
one hour. Compre5s the spring so that the 60 coi l is ot point "0" and reod
43.1 minutes at point "C"
3\ Mark off every tenth coil.
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CENTER OF GRAVITY
The determination of a center of gravity of a rivet pattern can become q"ite
tediaus. Many times after a center of gravity has been located, stress calculations show that some rivets are overstressed and that additional rivets are
neccssary to lower the stress level .
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I

-eI

I

-G)I

PROBLEM:
Given the center of gravity of a rivet pattern CG OLO ' determine the location
of the new CG. for the addition or rivets "A" and "B"
SOLUTION :
Set the 0 coil at "A" and the 20 coil at "B" and mark point "GBAS" at the 10
cail. This is the center of gravity of the rivet pattem AB. The old rivet pattern
has 12 rivets and the new rivet pattern has 14 rivets; therefore, set the 0 coil at'
"CG " and the 70 coi I at "CGAB ," and mark off "CGNEW " at the 10 coil.
OLO
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TYPICAL PROBLEMS INVOLVING THE RECIPROCAL SCALES

PART ··A"
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SCALE FACTORS ON OSCILLOGRAMS
In scaling linearly amplitudes on an osci lIogram recording, scale factors converting inch readings to the final result$ are either given or are to be obtained •

....
~

10

time

PROBLEM:
Read astraingage recording where 1 inch amplitude • 18,730 psi. Also include
a correction factor = .924.

SOLUTION:
1 inch = (18,730)(.924) = 17,310 psi. Set th. hairlin. to 17.31 on th. R scale.
Every coil represents 1000 psi. Seale off th. stress with the spl'ing.
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READING AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS
For purposes of aerial surveying or armed forces intelligence work, scales
can be set immediately with the Gerber Variable Sca le toread aerial photographs.
Also these photographs can immediately be classifiecl.

A

B
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GERBER VAR I ABLE SCALE

PROBLEM
The distance between the intersection oftwo roads is known to be;, . 592 miles.
Make scales to read the photograph in:
la) Miles
lb) Miles per inch
2b) Feet per inch
2a) Feet
SOLUTION :
10) Set the coil 0 at intersection "A", and the .592 coil at the intersection of
"B". This is the scale in miles. Every coil represents .01 miles.
1b) At the hairline read the scale factor. 2,305 mi les per inch on the R I scale
20) (.592)(5280) " 3,126 feet. Set the 0 coil ct "A" and the 31,3 coil at "B".
This is the scale in feet. Every coil represents 100 feet.
2b) At the hairline reod 12170000 feet per inch.
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SPACING RIVETS
To loy off equally spoced lengths can become very tedious and produces
accumulative errors os weil. The Gerber Variable Scale can be used dire<.:tly
to divide any given length into any number of equa"y spaced lengths, as weil as
plot any number of equa"y spaced divisions per inch.

PROBLEM:
On 0 sheet metai plate lay off tlle centers far equclly spaced rivet holes at
1.211 per inch.
SOLUTION:
Set the hairline indicator at 12.11 on the R. scale and mark the rivet hole
centers at every tenth coi I.
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INFINITEL Y VARIABLE ENGINEERING SCALE
Engineering scales are limited to a fixed number of sub-divisions such as 10,
20, 30, 40, etc. divisions per inch. However, when a special scale of say 12.96
divisions per inch is required, such ascale has to be made up special. Since the
expansion ratio of the springs in the Gerber Varioble Scale is 10 to 1, any desired scale can be set up at onc:;e.

~II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
~~

W111 111111111 111 11!.!,I I III I I II I IIII I I IIIII I IIIIIIII I I II I I I I IJJ 111 111 111111 1111 111 .'5!'l
~

1

PROBLEM
Make the following scales:
0) 10.77 divisions per inch
b) 15.87 divisions per inch
cl!21.9 divi sions per inch

SOLUTION:
Set the i nd i ca tor
al 10.77 on the
b) 15.87 on the
cl 21.9 on the

26

ot-:
R1 scaie
R1 scale
R1 scale.
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TYPICAL PROBLEMS INVOLVING THE LINEAR SCALES

PART "A"
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SCALING ACCURATEl Y VERY SMAlL lENGTHS
The Gerber Variable Scale is very adaptable ta the scaling of lengths less
thon ane inch. It makes use af the fact thot by setting the Oand 10 coils at the
limits of the length to be scaled, the 100 coil represents ten times this distance
which is automatically indexed at the linear sca!es. This system is much easier
on the eyes of the user because it requires much less strain to sight down on a
line and move it until it coincides with tbe point in question, rather than interpolate the limit point in question on a finely subdivided scale in thous~mdths.
Whatever small error may occur on lining up the points in question with the coils
on the Gerber Variable Scale, is not multiplied by ten. For instance, if an error
of -.004 inches should be made in lining up the tenth coil, ond the distance to be
scaled is .831 inches, then the reading on the I scale would be 8.27 inches.
Yet the decimal point has to be moved to the left because the reading is only ons
tenth of this value or .827 inches, or the error is in the thousandths of an inch.

GERBER VARIABLE SCALE

PROBLEM:
On an aerial photograph shown ab<JVe, scale the span of the wing. Read the
answer in inches.
SOLUTION:
Set the 0 coil at the left tip and the 10 coil at the right tip of the wing. Read
the length of span on photograph in thousandths of an inch on the I scale.
Answer = 0.952 inches.
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LAYING OUT AN AIRFOIL SECTION
Most oirfoil data is tabulated in percent of chord. Since there ore 100 calibrated
coils on the triangular spring and the setting of the chord length on these scales
will automatically produce 0 scale from which the percent chord values can be
plotted directly.
Should the chord length be over ten inches, say 83.4 inches, the setting on the
I scale will be 8.34 and 100 coils represent 10 percent of the chord. In other
wods, each coi I represents 0.1 percent of the chord. T 0 lay off the mean camber
line and the thickness, which are also given in percent chord, these values can
01 so be plotted directly from the percent data.

PROBLEM:
Layout an airfoil section with

0

chord length = 8.16 inches.

SOLUTION:
Set the hairline at 8.16 on ' the I scale. Lay off the variou~ percent chord points
directly. Keeping the si ide locked in DIace, lay off the mean camber I ine and
the thickne .. ses.

PROBLEMS INVOLVING THE LOCATING OF A CONSTANT

PART"B"
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HOW TO USE THE VARIOUS SCALES FOR READING, PLOTTING
AND INTERPOLA TING
The mechanics involved i s simi lar in the usage af the various scales. Since
the 1 scale is a linear scale, this procedure is not necessary because the "caHbrator" spring can be used directly. The reciprocal scale has its own fj.ld
because it determines the number of coils per inch. However, its fune'ion ca"
also be reproduced in a similar manner as the log scale.
The 0 coil of the "calibrator" spring has the following meaning in conjunction
with the Rl and L 10 Scale.
Type of Scale

Full Name
Reciprocal Inch

0 Coil
Infinity

Logarithmic, base ,0

1

As pointed out earlier, in order to use the logarithmic scale, it is necessary
to determine a "Constant".

INTERPOLATE BETWEEN GRAPHICAL LOGARITHMS:
In order to show the mechanical procedures involved, actual examples are
given below. There are two types; namely : TYPE A, where the log 1, .01, 1000,
etc. is known. The other type is TYPE B, which is similar to TYPE A with the
exception that in the former the Unity Log has to be located.
TYPE A - - - Log 1, (.01, .1, 100, etc.) is known
GIVEN : - Two points, Log 1 and Log 5
PROBLEM: - Find Log at point in question, Point "C".
SOLUTION:
1) Set indicator to Log 5 on LOG SCALE ("L" SCALE)
2) Set 0 coi I on POINT Log 1 on graph
3) Read "Constant" on spring at POINT Log 5 and remember value.
4) Move slide so that "Constant" on spring is over point in question,
(POINT "C"), and reod the value of Log "C" with indicator on
LOG SCALE.

TYPE B - - - ,l.og 1, (.1, 10, 100, etc.) is unknown
GIVEN : - Two points, Log 2 and Log 5
PROBLEM: - Fine Log at point in quest ion, POINT "C"
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SOLUTION:
1) Set i~dfcotor to Log 2 on LOG SCALE ond ploce 100 coi lover
POINT Log 2
2) Mave slide to LJg 5 and moke 0 POINT "0" ot 100 coil
3) Ploce 0 coil ot POINT Log 2, ond 100 coil ot POINT "0" ond
read "Constont" ot POINT Log 5
4) Set indicotor to Log 5 on LOG SCALE and ploce instrument so
thot the "Constont" on spring is over POINT Log 5 (THE 0 COIL
LOCATES THE LOG 1 AT LEFT. IT IS AOVISABLE TO MARK
THIS POINT SINCE FURTHER INTERPOLATIONS WILL ALWAYS
REQUIRE THIS POINT) .
5) Move si ide so that "Constant" on spring is over POINT "C" and
read value of Log "C" with indicator on LOG SCALE
PLOT LOG SCAL ES:
The problems of plotting points having a logorithmic relationship are siniilor
ta those of interpolations. Agoin there are two types to be corisidered; nomely,
TYPE A' ond TYPE B'. In TYPE A' the location of the Unity Log is known,
whereos in TYPE B' the Unity Log must be located.
TYPE A' - - - Same os TYPE A
GIVEN : - - - Same os TYPE A
PROBLEM - Plot Log Scole - POINTS LOG C N
SOLUTION:
1) Same os TYPE A
2) Same as TYPE A
j) Same os TY PE A
4) Set indicotor of si ide to values ", Log C on LOG SCALE ond plot
required corresponding POINTS Log CN ot "Constont" on spring.
TYPE B' - - - Same os TYPE B
GIVEN : - - Same as TYPE B
PROBLEM: Plot Log Scole - POINTS Log c:..
SOLUTION :
1) Same os TYPE B
2) Same as TYPE B
3) Same os TYPE B
4) Same os TYPE B
5) Set indicotor of slide to volues of Log c:.. on LOG SCALE ond plot required corresponding POINTS Log c:.. ot "Constont" on spring.
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INTERPOLATE LOGARITHMICALLY BETWEEN CURVES
Families of curves often converge logarithmically in the parameter. A linear
interpolation would therefore be too much in error. (Page 14 shows th. proc.ss
of interpolating lineorly.) A similar exomple is shown here.

y

100

10

.1

x

PROBLEM:
Read point" A".
SOLUTION:
The pattern of the family of curves shows a logarithmic parameter. Place
the 0 coil at curve "1". Set the hairline to 10 on the Log, 0 scale and read
the "Constant" at curve "10". The Constant = 0.83. Compress the spring so that the Constant is at point" A" and read the answer with hairline
on the Log,o scale. The interpolated value of point "A" = 3.23
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POWER RATIO OF CURVES
The analysis of certoin recorded curves reQuires the determination of apower
ratio. The Log 10 scaie on the GerberVoriobleScole is used for this computation.

PROBLEM:
The peak of curve "a"

3.78 . If a n = b, fi;,d n.

SOLUTION:
Place Ihe 0 coil al the zero reference line and the 37.8 coil al "a", and read
the peak of "b" =. 26.9. Set the hairline at 3. 78 on L0910 scale and read the
"(onstant" ot "0" = 59.8. Move the hoirline to 26.9 on the Log 10 scale and
plot point "bL' 01 the "(onstont" = 59.8. (The linear ratio of b(o is the power
value of n.) Therefore set ·'e 10 coil at "a" and read the ratio at "b" = .745.
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PART "C"
This section is taken from the Instruction Manual No. 368 of the Gerber Variable
Seale

REFERENCE TABLES
T ables on methods of multipl ication and divi sion ore mcluded to help the user in
cases where the settings are not immediately ap?arent.
The steps involved in the multiplication or divisian of a length by a
depend on the magnitudes of the original and resulting lengths.

nurr.~er

In the table for multiplication. in three ca ses, a choice of methods is given; the
first i s quicker, and the secand more accuröte.
For a length between 1 and 10 inches multiplied by a number between 1 and 10,
the first method given is applicable if the resulting length is less than 10inches.
If the resulting length is more than 10 inches, the second method must be used.
In the table for division, .there are alternate methods in each case. Only one
method will work in a particular problem. It is suggested that the user try step 2
of the first method. If this step is imposs ible, use the alternate method .
In every case, for both multiplication and division, the first step is to set the 0
coil at the leh of the length involved. In the table, the coils are considered to be
numbered from 0 to 100, with the 10's red and the 5's green to facilitate reading.
References to the "38.2" cail are not, of course, to an actual coil, but to a visual
interpolation between the 38 and 39 coils.
The digits 3·8·2 have been chosen for i Ilustrotion, but have no particular sig·
nificance.
In the special cose in whlch a length between . 1" and I" i s to be divided by a
number between .01 and .1, and the first methad is impossible, steps 4 through 6
may need to be voried. If the resulting length i s sufficiently short (Iess than 10"),
the 10 coi I insteod of the 20 may be set in step 4, ond the answer reod at once
on the 100 coil. In 0 'l(ery few instances, it will be necessary to !.et the 33.3 co il
in step 4, and to lay off two times the 100 coil in step 6. This matter will be as
obvious in using the instrument os it is obscure in reoding it.
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MUL TIPLICATION

NOTE: In all cases Step 1 is: Set 0 coil at leh of length

T0 Multiply Sy .01 to .1

T 0 Multiply Sy .1 to 1

Say.0382

Say .382

-

2. Set 1 coi I at rr. of length
3. Mark at 38.2 coi I
4. Set 100 coi I at mark
5. Answer at 1 coi I

--C
~

~
~

~
VI

...c
C,
c:
CI)

--l

--C
~

~

2. Set 10 coil at rt. of length
3. Mark at 38.2 coi I
4. Set JOO coi I at mark
5. Answer at 1 coi I

2. Set 10 coi I at rt.- of length
3. An swer at 3.8 coi I

-:
VI

--

...c
C,

2. Set 10 coil at rt. of length
3. Ma; k at 38.2 coil
4. Set 100 (or 10) coil at mark
5. An swer at 10 (or 1) coi I

c:

CI)

--

-l

c:

2. Set JOO coi I at rt. of length
3. Answer at 3.8 coi I

0

~

~

VI

-;:
Ol

c:
CI)

--l
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2. Set 100
3. Mark at
4. Set 100
5. Answer

coi I at rt. of length
38 .2 coi I
(or 10) coi I at mark
at 10 (or 1) coi I

2. Set 100 coi I at rt. of length
3. Answer at 38.2 coi I

T 0 Multiply By 1 to 10

Say 3 .82
2. Set 1 co i I at rt. of Iength
3. Answer at 3.8 coil

T 0 Multiply By 10 to 100
Say 38.2

2. Set 1 coi I at rt. of length
3. Answer at 38.2 coil

2. Set 1 coi I at rt. of length
3. Mark at 38.2 coil

4. Set 100 coil at mark
5. An swer at 10 coi I

2. Set 10 coil at rt. of length
3. Answer at 38.2 coil

2. Set 10 coi I at rt. of length
3. Mark at 38.2 coil
4. Set 10 coil at mark
5. Answer at 100 coi I
(For distance less than
.382 inches)

2. Set 100 coi I at rt. of length
3. Mark at 38.2 coil
4. Set 10 coil at mark
5. Answer at 100 coil
or
2. Set 100 coi I at rt. of Iength
3. Set 0 coil at rt. of length
and lay off requ i red No. of
digits ( in this case 3)
4. Set 0 coi I at last mark
5. Answer at 82 coi I
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DIVISION

.C

-

Ta Divide By .01 to .1

Ta Divide By .1 to 1

Say .0382

Say .382

2. Set 3.8 coi I at rt. of length
3. Answer at 100 coil

2. Set 3.8 coil at rt. of length
3. Answer at 10 coi I

--:

2. Set 1 coi I at rt. of length
3. Mark at 10 coil
4. Set 38.2 coi I at mark
5. Answer at 10 coi I

2
~

C!
Oll

..r:

Ö>
c

-'"

-

~

.-C

2. Set 1 coi I at rt. of length
3. Mark at 10 coil
4. Set 38 coil at mark
5. Answer at 10' coil

2. Set 1 coi I at rt. of length
3. Mark at 100 coil
4. Set 38.2 coi I at mark
5. Answer at 1 coi I

2. Set 3.8 coil at rt. of length
3. Answer at 100 coil

2. Set 38.2 coil at rt. of length
3. Answer at 100 coi I

2. Set 38.2 coil at rt. of length
3. Mark at 100 coil
4. Set 20 coil at mark
5. Mark at 100 coil
6. Slide 0 coil to 2nd mark
7. Answer at 100 coil

2. Set 10 coi I at rt. of length
3. Mark at 100 coil
4. Set 38.2 coil at mark
5. Answer at 10 coi I

~

2

--:
Oll

-;:

0>

c

"

-'

-

~

c:

2. Set 38.2 coi I at rt. of length
3. Answer at 100 coil

c

~

2
~

Oll

..r:

Ö>

.,c

-'

-

~
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2. Set 100 coi I at rt. of length
3. Mark at 10 coil
4. Set 38.2 coi I at mark
5. Mark at loocoil
6. Set 20 coi I at mark
7. Mark at 100coil
8. SI ide 0 coi I to 2nd mark
9. Answer ar 100 coi I

10 Divide By 1 to 10
Say 3.82

2. Set 38.2 coil at rt. of length
3. Answerat 10coil

2. Set 3.82 coil at rt. of leng1'to
3. Answer at 1 coi I
2. Set 10 coil at rt. of length
3. Mark at 100 coil
4. Set 38.2 coi I at mark
5. Answerat 1 coil
2. Set 38. 2 coil at rt. of length
3. An swer at 10 coil

2. Set 100 coil on rt. of length
3. Mark at 10 coil
4. Set 38.2 co i I at mark
5. Answer at 100 coil
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